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Abstract 

Magnetic Decreases (MDs) have been identified and studied throughout a Ulysses fast latitude 
scan at a distance ~ 5 AU from the sun. MDs were found to occur in high occurrence frequency 
“clusters” with the top ten peak events varying in magnitude from 116 MD/day to 36 MD/day. 
For comparative purposes, quiet, nonpeak intervals had an occurrence rate of 4.3 MDs/day. MD 
clusters were often found to occur within corotating interaction regions (CIRs), mainly localized 
in the trailing portions of CIRs between the interface (IF) and the reverse shock (RS). The MD 
clusters were divided into smaller subclusters. Within the limits of this study, MD subclusters 
were always found to occur in high β (1< β <102) regions (HBRs). Only 13.5% of MDs were 
“linear” with angular changes < 10° across the structures. Because MDs are found in 
abundance in the region spanning the CIR RS to close to the IF,  it is argued that MDs must be 
formed continuously from close to the sun (r < 1.0 AU) to ~ 5 AU.  A scenario is presented to 
explain the HBRs downstream of CIR RSs. The location of MD clusters in the trailing parts of 
CIRs and the paucity of linear MDs indicate that MD generation by mirror mode (MM) instability 
is unlikely. More promising candidates are shock compression of phase-steepened Alfvén 
waves, shock-directional discontinuity (DD) interactions, and downstream turbulence. We 
emphasize the phase-steepened Alfvén wave mechanism.  

It will be demonstrated that MM structures have been detected in the heliosheath by the 
Voyager 1 magnetometer. The typical scale size is ~57 rp (proton gyroradii) with little or no 
angular changes (~3º long. and ~3º lat.) across the structures.  The size and nature of the 
magnetic oscillations are comparable to those in the magnetosheaths of Earth (20 rp), Jupiter 
(25 rp) and Saturn (40 rp).  It will be shown that upstream pickup ions (PUIs) are the primary 
source of MM instability and for the observations of MM structures in the heliosheath. 
Perpendicular shock compression of the upstream PUIs and additional injection of PUIs 
thoughout the heliosheath drive the MM instability further. MM structures in the magnetosheath 
at Saturn are revisited (Pioneer 11).  It is shown that shock compression alone is insufficient for 
MM instability at Saturn. The magnetic field line draping mechanism is needed to inject 
additional free energy into the system.  


